Connecting Apps Seamlessly and
Securely with Blockchain

Business Proposition Paper

KryptoPal AG is a Switzerland (Zug) based company.
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About Us
KryptoPal is a blockchain-based platform, which can be integrated with many
applications around the world to perform various cryptocurrency transactions.
It was started by technologists who have been inside the world of blockchain
for years and is aware of the current barriers preventing widespread and global
adoption of cryptocurrency.

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES

KryptoPal aims to
empower people
worldwide with the latest
blockchain technologies
by finally providing a
seamless solution at
the genesis layer of all
applications, rather than
individually at the edge.

KryptoPal strives to
be a leader in bringing
cryptocurrency,
distributed ledger,
blockchain, and other
emerging technologies
to the global digital
marketplace as they
develop and mature.

KryptoPal’s motive is
to be a trustworthy,
dependable, skilled,
reliable, collaborative
and socially responsible
partner with the highest
integrity.
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KryptoPal’s Business Model
KryptoPal’s proposition is unique in the manner that it effectively addresses all of the barriers
preventing application providers from introducing new blockchain-based functionalities in a
single solution.

All-Encompassing Solution
As a whole, the KryptoPal platform technology solution enables application providers to
create brand new decentralized applications and services. Through its individual components
it enables existing applications and services to easily integrate with the many emerging
decentralized technologies. KryptoPal does this by simply providing a building block for
each problem that can be used in a plug-and-play fashion. Application providers can then
introduce the world of blockchain to its already existing user-base without forcing them to
adopt an entirely new application or service.

KryptoPal Offerings
TECHNOLOGY & KNOWLEDGE

NETWORK

Application developers that need or could enhance their applications by using one of the
building blocks described in this paper to easily integrate that single solution into their
applications without the need to integrate any other building blocks. Application developers
might choose to integrate their applications with a combination of KryptoPal building blocks
or the platform as a whole to provide new or improved services. While solutions currently
exist for the individual problems we have defined, KryptoPal is the first to solve the problems
at the root, rather than at the edge.
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KryptoPal Platform Features
KryptoX is the simple global solution for the future of payments, remittances and currency
conversion. Our goal is to simplify the process of remitting payments to peers, ecommerce
and application developers by offering easy access to our Software Development Kit (SDK)
that allows for transmissions of any currency, anywhere in the world and at any time of day.
Below, we describe our platform’s defining strengths.

Simple
Because of the way KryptoPal’s Application Programming Interface (API) and SDK are
generated, any existing application provider can easily integrate and consume our SDK /
API without worrying about knowing current market exchange rates, managing identities,
or understanding cryptocurrency transactions. The SDK was designed to provide the
smoothest introduction to cryptocurrency possible. This means that an application provider
can introduce cryptocurrency transactions to their existing application without worrying
about how a blockchain works or how to manage already existing blockchain accounts. For
instance, consider a user who already has an Ethereum account with a balance of Ethereum.
Within a KryptoPal powered application, this user can simply and securely access his or her
private key (stored locally, and outside of the application itself) to load their balances and
begin making transactions within the application.

Secured
All µKPX transactions are secured by an underlying cryptographic function called balance
proofs. These allow end-users and application providers to transact in real-time and
off-chain, only needing to settle and establish the payment channel once on-chain.
All other KryptoPal transactions are supported fully by the underlying security of blockchain
and allows any trusted or untrusted third party to broadcast transactions on a user’s behalf
without ever revealing any security credentials such as the user’s private key.
While KryptoPal itself cannot enforce the way a user’s private key is stored and accessed,
the KryptoPal platform is designed to enable end-users to securely store their private key in
an accessible location on their device, rather than in a centralized location. This ensures the
KryptoPal platform is in full alignment with removing central points of failure, allowing the
end-user to control his or her own funds.
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Private
Off-chain transfers are largely private because most of the µKPX protocol is performed offchain. Channel balances are not visible to the public until the funds are settled and withdrawn
by the participants and the net channel balance is revealed. At that point in time, intermediary
transfers may have passed through the channel and other channels connected to the same
node. This would result in an unclear picture of the channel balances, making it very difficult
to trace back on-chain transactions to off-chain µKPX transfers. Paid services might even be
offered to artificially rebalance and obfuscate channel balances to provide a higher level of
privacy. Privacy extends to the messaging layer as well; µKPX will ensure traffic and sensitive
data transmitted over the network is protected. The messaging service will mask participants’
IP addresses from the public, preventing arbitrary nodes from being subject to DoS attacks.
Furthermore, pre-computed routes may use an onion routing protocol that will prevent
intermediary nodes participating in a transfer from knowing the target address of a Raiden
transfer. Only the next channel in the route is revealed to each participant by the protocol.

Open Source
While the source code for KryptoPal will be made open source, access to certain global API
endpoints and smart contracts will require either the application provider or consumer to
maintain an identity registration in the AIR smart contract to be able to use certain parts of
the platform’s available functionality, including premium API endpoints.
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Scalable
The specification for both the SDK and the API is defined in a single file. This specification is
then run through a code generation library that parses the file and generates an API server
stub, a data population script for population points, and 30+ programming languages for
clients such as Android (Kotlin, Java, etc.), iOS (Swift, Objective C, etc.), PHP and JavaScript for
the web, Python and Ruby for scripting implementations, C#, C++ and more for platforms,
POS devices and more. The following figure breaks down the SDK/API generation flow:
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Application and Platform Agnostic
Since KryptoPal is simply a platform and not a mobile app, it can be utilized within any
application. Using KryptoPal, it’s possible to connect to anyone, anywhere, no matter which
platform they’re using. This is possible due to the payment technology of different blockchains
to which KryptoPal provides a seamless integration interface. Utilizing global and local identity
and invoice endpoints, separate users who use different mobile wallets can initiate transactions
between one another.

Global
KryptoPal’s platform will be available for any app, IoT device, remittance agency, etc. in any
country in the world once the app, device or agency is connected to KryptoPal’s API.

Interoperable
Today, businesses, merchants and individuals cannot easily communicate with consumers or
peers within separate applications or devices. Instead, users are often forced to download a
new application or learn to adopt a new platform in order to interact with a particular peer
using that application. Using KryptoPal, application providers can create cross application
operability and open new types of markets.

Unique
Our business model solves the problem of moving an asset from one person to another person.
It’s simple because it only requires an application provider or merchant to connect to our API
using an SDK. Early adopters of our SDK model have the ability to integrate with other SDK
applications, enabling adopters to use this technology in many industries.

Ecosystem Development
KryptoPal is committed to bringing merchants, businesses and end-users together seamlessly.
We are also committed to developing advanced skills within our team, growing with our
partners, and engaging with the community.
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KryptoPal Platform Benefits
Businesses and apps are losing sales because of the inability to easily use blockchain
technologies on a global platform to enter into and complete transactions. Although there
are some new “cryptocurrency exchange apps,” such apps are limited in scope, use and ease.
These apps require the users to download their specific app, using use valuable space on their
devices, and follow their unique system. Since not all apps are compatible with all blockchain
technologies, there’s a great deal of friction and lost revenue for the end-user.
Our solution is not an app, rather – it is our integrated SDK with the benefits described below.

Application Provider Benefits
KryptoPal empowers worldwide application providers, their end-users and consumers to enjoy
many of the benefits of blockchain technology by integrating our SDK into their applications.

Increase Revenues: KryptoPal can monetize every transaction put through
the KryptoPal Platform and can generate additional revenue by receiving
commissions as to each customer transaction. Because KryptoPal this is a
global network, the volume of transactions will increase using revolutionary,
cryptographic implementations of secure on and off-chain transactions.

Instant Global Access: KryptoPal allows end-users and consumers to enter
into cryptocurrency transactions with anyone around the world. KryptoPal’s
cross application integration process enables access to more consumers,
allowing developers to promote their application internationally.

Faster and Cheaper Services: As of now, it can take 4-5 days and a
few trips to banks or agents to send fiat money internationally, and these
transfers (especially emergency transfers), are extremely expensive. By using
KryptoPal and its network, these transfers can be facilitated seamlessly using
cryptocurrency. This also eliminates the multiple layers, parties and fees
involved with sending money internationally, allowing for real-time, zero-fee,
cryptocurrency micropayments using off-chain channels.
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Customizable Smart Contracts: By using the KryptoPal network,
businesses can create and customize blockchain linked smart contracts that
have significant flexibility to change the terms and conditions, fee structure,
etc. based on local regulations.

Higher Customer Retention: KryptoPal also provides customer retention
tools, like cryptocurrency-based rewards, by awarding tokens and/or loyalty
points to customers after certain parameters designed by the merchant or
application provider are met. Reward programs can easily be offered globally
using custom, branded tokens. Consumers can also receive physical crypto
cards and access to global merchants who accept payment with such cards.
For application end-users and consumers, we plan to offer physical, crypto
credit cards, by partnering with major credit card companies, that can be used
outside of the KryptoPal network.

Enjoy the KryptoPal Network: Through KryptoPal’s token launch event,
marketing efforts and partnerships, we will continue to attract individuals,
businesses, merchant, agents and application providers globally. This should
enable businesses to reach more of their own consumers and end-users,
and token owners will be driven to use their tokens to perform transactions
with businesses and applications they know as well as new businesses and
applications.
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Application Consumer Benefits

Everyday consumers can harness the unique power of the blockchain to perform
functions like:
• Sending, receiving, buying, and selling various cryptocurrencies instantly;
• Buying and selling products or services on the new global market;
• Exchanging and converting cryptocurrencies;
• Receiving new types of cryptocurrency rewards and loyalty points.

Trust that Your Transactions Will be Seamless and Simple
The applications end-users and consumers currently enjoy using, with the addition of
KryptoPal, will now be able to seamlessly integrate blockchain-based transactions using
Ethereum, KryptoX, and other cryptocurrencies. Using KryptoPal, new methods for paying
for transactions can be completed in such a way that it does not require the consumer or
end-user to know any of the intricate workings of blockchain and cryptocurrency. All the the
consumer or end-user will know is that his or her data is encrypted, safe and secure. Take the
following example:
Bob owes Alice 20,000 Indian Rupees (INR). Alice and Bob are both members of
PaisaPay, an e-wallet application, that allows users to connect to their bank
accounts and cryptocurrency wallets. Alice only transacts in Rupees and thus, only
wants to accept Rupees from her friends. Bob only transacts in cryptocurrency
such as Ether (ETH), and only has a balance in ETH. Since the PaisaPay app is
leveraging the KryptoPal platform, Alice can simply send an invoice to Bob within
the App requesting 20,000 Rupees (INR). In doing so, the application backend
queries the exchanges API endpoint to get the ETH/INR exchange rate, returning
20,000 INR for 1 ETH. Since PaisaPay has conformed to their local KYC/AML
requirements, and also satisfies necessary accounting requirements to satisfy
a predefined threshold of fiat to cryptocurrency exchanges, they can intercept
a 1 ETH payment for the same 20,000 INR exchange rate that was previously
returned. As such, when Bob responds to the 20,000 INR invoice, he is actually
sending 1 ETH to the application provider (i.e., PaisaPay), who in turn debits
Alice’s bank account for 20,000 INR. The end result is that Bob has satisfied
Alice’s fiat invoice by transacting in his preferred currency.
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With Kryptopal, users can start to perform cross-application transactions by interfacing with
components of KryptoPal’s app agnostic technology, basically creating a unified app within
the mobile wallet ecosystem. Application end-users and consumers can transact with each
other in two different ways.
• The first is through a localized identity registry that maintains per-application identity and
preserves the privacy of its users by only exposing information to a localized ruleset.
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• 
The second is by transacting with users, cross-application, using cryptocurrency by
interacting with a globalized app-agnostic identity registry. In this case, applications that
have integrated cross-application functionalities (e.g., such as an invoice composition
and sending/receiving functionality) enable an individual consumer of an application that
leverages KryptoPal (such as Alice from the example above) to compose an invoice and
send it to another application consumer of a firm such as FiatPay where such consumer
can respond to the invoice within his local application and relay the transaction back
to Alice.
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Additional Consumer Benefits
KryptoPal enables end-users and consumers to enjoy the following benefits:

Rewards: Allows consumers to receive free rewards in connection with purchases based
on certain parameters established by merchants or applications providers.

Global access: Easy transactions when traveling globally. Today, when traveling abroad,
it is often costly and time consuming to purchase local fiat currency. Even after local fiat
currency is received, concerns remain in terms of protecting the local fiat currency purchased.
With KryptoPal’s token (KryptoX), users will be able to convert their currency digitally within
minutes and will not incur the high expense of conversion through a bank or financial
institution.

Remittances: Faster and more affordable remittances. When a person wants to remit
money to a family member or business in another country, it’s often time consuming and
expensive. With KryptoPal’s token, KryptoX, remittance can be done digitally in minutes with
minimal expenses.

Token Holder Benefits

The KryptoX token is the key that unlocks access to most of the benefits described in this
paper. We expect that KPX will enable end-users and application providers alike to access
premium API features, broadcast in real-time and in zero-fee transactions, as well as a variety
of future functionalities.
We anticipate that our token, KryptoX, will gain in popularity for the reasons described below:
• Once the KryptoPal platform is integrated into mainstream applications worldwide, KryptoX
will be used by millions of consumers worldwide;
• By using the token to access on the KryptoPal network to cover fees on every transaction
that is triggered through the KryptoPal platform;
• Using the token to open µ-KPX (subject to µRaiden’s mainnet availability) channels for offchain, faster and cheaper micropayments. KryptoPal is one of the first to leverage µ-KPX
(once it goes live on the Ethereum blockchain);
• 
Engaging merchants with new functionalities such as buying merchandise, making
micropayments, consuming premium API functions and paying bills using cryptocurrencies
within our worldwide network;
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• Awarding tokens to end-users and consumers when they enter into transactions using the
KryptoPal network;
• T
 oken owners will benefit by being able to use their local fiat currency and transact in
cryptocurrency or any other foreign currency worldwide;
• By serving the $600 billion money transfer market, our SDK and KryptoX tokens would
create a “worldwide agent / teller” network.

Fee Examples
On-Chain
The following fee is only for blockchain based cryptocurrency transactions.
If the consumer initiates any transactions using their local fiat currency, those fees are
controlled and collected by local app owners. KryptoPal takes no responsibility in those
transactions.
The fee structures are based on Ethereum network and tokens:

ETH = Ether token
KPX = KryptoX token
Assume 1 ETH token = 2,000 KPX tokens
z=y+a
z = Total transaction amount
y = Initiated transaction amount
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a=b+c
a is the total fee.
b is the standard blockchain fee - fixed*. It is the inherent fee calculated by blockchain
protocols by multiplying Gas with Gas Limit.
c is the KryptoPal fee - this fee varies based on country regulations and app owner
requirements. KryptoPal will keep this fee in the range of 1% of the transaction total.
This fee is shared between sending app, receiving app and KryptoPal. This fee can be
paid using KryptoX tokens (KPX) or other Ethereum based tokens. If other tokens are
used for payment, the fee will be greater.
P2P (cross-country or domestic) remittances:
Imagine Alice and Rahul are using their favorite apps, which are integrated with
our KryptoPal SDK. If Alice (who lives in USA) is sending 10 ETH to Rahul (who lives in
India), then the math will look like this.
y = Initiated transaction amount = 10 ETH
b = Standard blockchain fee = 0.001 ETH
c = KryptoPal fee at 1% = y * 0.01 = 10 * 0.01 = 0.1 ETH = 200 KPX
a = Total fee = 0.001 ETH + 200 KPX
z = Total transaction amount = 10 ETH + 0.001 ETH + 200 KPX = 10.001 ETH + 200 KPX
Alice has to have 10.001 ETH and 200 KPX tokens in her account to send 10 ETH to
Rahul. If Alice wants to pay all fees with ETH, then she has to pay a greater fee. (say
1.1% vs 1%).
Note: Once this transaction is completed successfully, Alice receives some tokens as
reward from KryptoPal or our partners.
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Governance
Corporate Structure: KryptoPal AG is a Switzerland (Zug) based company. Our ICO/
TGE (token generating event) will initiate from Switzerland, with the Swiss Board FINMA’s
certification and approval.

Corporate Governance: Shareholders will have legally binding contracts. Our team is
dedicated to our long-term business growth and future success.

Corporate Board: The KryptoPal board is composed of key members of the company, and
external advisory members who provide additional expertise to the company.

Hack-a-thons: We will conduct hackathons to strengthen our code and bring transparency
to the model. People can experiment with our code, integrate our applications and provide
feedback.

Legal and Regulatory: We have retained the Reichlin Hess, Switzerland as our legal
counsel, in addition to Jane Kanter, our in-house counsel. Jane works directly with Reichlin
Hess to insure KryptoPal’s compliance with all current regulatory and legal requirements.

Long-term Commitment: Audit of token development code will be done by an external
and third party company.

The token allocation will be open, candid, transparent and

structured so everyone will get an equal opportunity to participate in our crowd sale.

Ethical and open source: Our SDK will be made available for legally operated and ethical
businesses only. We will be very selective in our SDK integration, offering it only to ethical
industries, while excluding unethical ones.

Transparency: Users and investors will be informed as to our activity, new business
models, etc.

Fairness: We will treat each investor and user fairly and will not discriminate in making our
SDK available based on country, gender, nationality, etc. All token investors are treated
equally whether they purchase tokens or earn them as a reward.
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International/Global: Since payments cross borders, we are a “borderless payment and
connectivity platform for all to use”.

Accountability: Our SDK has already been implemented into several applications, so at
the date of the public token offering, users will be able to immediately implement the API/
SDK and execute in real-time.

Ecosystem Development: We intend to develop open source projects for worldwide
participation in order to get cheaper and better solutions to our users. We expect to provide
opportunities for select participants to develop unique concepts that likely will be external
to KryptoPal.

Sustainability: Our business model is sustainable and has dynamic growth potential. With
our platform, businesses, app developers, end-users and consumers will have the capability
to use the software to easily and quickly convert currencies, transfer money and pay for
online purchases. We believe that these, and other capabilities are far reaching and can be
enhanced by KryptoPal to make their life cycle sustainable for many years to come.
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DISCLAIMER
NOT AN OFFER TO SOLICIT SECURITIES
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a prospectus
nor an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities in KryptoPal Inc. Any such offer or
solicitation would only be made by a confidential offering memorandum and in accordance
with applicable securities and other laws. None of the information or analyses presented is
intended to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific recommendations
are intended. Accordingly, this document does not constitute investment advice or counsel
or solicitation for investment in any security. This document does not constitute or form part
of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or subscription of, or any invitation to
offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or
be relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. KryptoPal Inc.
expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage
of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information
contained in this document, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or
(iii) any action resulting therefrom. This informational deck constitutes a technical description
of the functionality of the KryptoPal Platform and the usage of KryptoPal Tokens to access
the KryptoPal Platform.
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For more information on KryptoPal
and it’s revolutionary technology, please visit:

www.kryptopal.io
or contacts us at sales@kryptopal.io
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